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Abstract—Series elastic robots are best able to follow tra-
jectories which obey the limitations of their actuators, since
they cannot instantly change their joint forces. In fact, the
performance of series elastic actuators can surpass that of ideal
force source actuators by storing and releasing energy. In this
paper, we formulate the trajectory optimization problem for
series elastic robots in a novel way based on sequential linear
programming. Our framework is unique in the separation of
the actuator dynamics from the rest of the dynamics, and in
the use of a tunable pseudo-mass parameter that improves
the discretization accuracy of our approach. The actuator
dynamics are truly linear, which allows them to be excluded
from trust-region mechanics. This causes our algorithm to have
similar run times with and without the actuator dynamics.
We demonstrate our optimization algorithm by tuning high
performance behaviors for a single-leg robot in simulation and
on hardware for a single degree-of-freedom actuator testbed.
The results show that compliance allows for faster motions and
takes a similar amount of computation time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since its inception [1], a primary drawback of series
elastic actuation has been the additional challenge for the
control system. Human-centered robots commonly make use
of series elastic actuators (SEAs), which offer the benefits
of compliance—for safe interaction with humans—increased
robustness, and force sensing [2]. The compliant element
is able to store and release energy, like human muscles,
presenting an opportunity for increased efficiency and agility
as compared to rigid actuators [3]. Both feedback controllers
and trajectory planners are faced with a more complex
challenge when interfacing with these systems, yet modern
control systems for human-centered robots (e.g., [4]) rely
on a force-control planning abstraction which specifies an
unmeetable goal for the low level feedback controller and
provides those controllers with planned trajectories that do
not respect their dynamic limitations. Our work addresses
some of these issues.
Interest in modified series elastic actuators with clutches
and variable stiffness compliant elements has driven many
groups to derive bang-bang style and cyclic optimal behav-
iors to illustrate improved mechanical performance [5]. Few
groups, however, have investigated more general behaviors
that allow for nonlinearities in the system. In [6], a convex
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optimization problem is formulated to maximize joint ve-
locity by computing the switching times between rigid and
compliant actuator behavior via the use of a clutch, but the
actuator dynamics are linear except at switching times. One
of the contributions of our work is the ability to handle the
nonlinearities that are introduced at all time steps through a
nonlinear transmission, while still leveraging compliance.
Iterative regulator-based optimal control has been success-
ful in handling nonlinearities in these systems and achieving
rapid motions in compliant robots, but is restricted in cap-
turing state and input constraints, e.g., transmission speed
or spring deflection limits. The iLQR indirect method has
been modified to allow input constraints [7], [8]—but not
state constraints directly. In [8], iLQR is used in combination
with variable stiffness actuators to leverage the energy storing
capability of the compliant element to throw a ball, but the
motor position constraint can only be captured indirectly
through the input constraint. Inequality state constraints in
[9] are reformulated as canonical input constraints, yet the
number of constraints possible with this strategy is at most
the number of inputs. In contrast, our work captures all linear
state and input constraints, which are upheld by the linear
program.
Spline-parameterized, nonlinear programming (NLP) and
collocation approaches, based on general purpose large-scale
NLP libraries, have been successfully applied to series elastic
robots. In [10], optimal walking trajectories are produced
via NLP to be consistent with compliant dynamics subject
to all relevant constraints with pre-defined contact transition
times. [11] adds a collocation method to automatically select
contacts, to automatically generate multiple steps of walking,
and to jump, at the cost of approximating some actuator
constraints. This approach leverages powerful and highly
general NLP libraries, however, these general solvers result
in long run-times on the order of an hour, even for problems
that have roughly the same number of trajectory parameters
as ours1.
In this paper, we propose a direct optimization algorithm
which efficiently considers the nonlinear effects of the trans-
mission linkages, robot dynamics, input and state constraints,
and the energy storing capabilities of the series elastic
elements. The algorithm uses sequential linear optimization
to minimize a final velocity objective (with a 1-norm input
penalty) to demonstrate its ability to produce high perfor-
mance behaviors while satisfying system constraints. We
11,782 parameters in “less than an hour” [11] versus our 1,176 parameters
in 28.5 seconds for a two-link leg—iterating an LP 19 times.
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formulate the problem as input selection for a time-varying
discrete time linear system approximation that is updated
iteratively. We formulate the system dynamics to connect
the actuator space to the joint space. One of the key, novel
features of our approach is the use of a fictitious pseudo-
mass to improve discretization accuracy for the actuator
component at large time steps. We find the pseudo-mass’
value must be close to the reflected robot inertia to mini-
mize simulation error and eigenvalue approximation error. A
pseudo-mass of 0 kg results in unacceptable discretization
inaccuracy. By exploiting problem structure via separating
the linear and nonlinear components of our model, we
typically achieve convergence within 20 iterations for a two-
link system. Convergence is achieved more quickly when we
test our approach on hardware for a single degree-of-freedom
testbed. Our experiments demonstrate a greater degree of
dynamic consistency and the leveraging of compliance when
the spring dynamics are considered for trajectory generation.
II. MODELING
A. Actuator Dynamics
Our model considers internal actuator dynamics, which are
common for control design, but rare for trajectory design due
to computational complexity. We follow the advice of [12]
and [13], and connect three second-order systems through a
differential to develop an unlumped model of the SEA.
The actuator model, shown in Fig. 1, comprises the spring
system; the motor system with input current, u; and the load
system. The states considered are spring displacement, δ;
spring velocity, δ˙; motor displacement, y; and motor velocity,
y˙. The variables z and z˙ correspond to total actuator length
and velocity, respectively. The motor subsystem is reflected
to prismatic motion through the transmission—hence, all
parameters of the subsystems are in linear units. The three
systems are connected through a three-way mechanical dif-
ferential, D, which enforces the relationship:
z = δ + y. (1)
The dynamics of the three subsystems are:
Msδ¨ + βsδ˙ + kδ = −f, (2)
(ML +Mp)z¨ + βLz˙ = f − (F −Mpz¨), (3)
Mmy¨ + βmy˙ = kmu− f. (4)
Ms, ML, and Mm are the masses of the spring, load,
and motor systems, respectively; βs, βL, and βm are these
systems’ respective damping coefficients; k is the spring
constant; and km is the reflected motor constant. The second
input, F , is the force output from the actuator, which is used
to link with the robot dynamics and the nonlinearities in the
system. Mp is a fictitious pseudo-mass, which will be used
to tune the eigenvalues of the linear actuator system before
discretization, as discussed in Section III. We define F ′ as:
F ′ , F −Mpz¨. (5)
The variable f is equal to the back forces from the
differential and, equivalently, the Lagrange multiplier which
Mm
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Fig. 1. Internal dynamics of the SEA for the three-mass, differential
constraint model. While there are no fluids in the physical SEA system, a
fluid differential is used as a metaphor for the real mechanical differential,
to easily visualize that the back forces are equal and that the motions of
the spring and motor subsystems are in series. A pseudo-mass term, Mp,
is introduced to allow discretization with longer time steps.
enforces the differential constraint. Substitution for f reveals
that this model is ultimately fourth order:
Eox˙ = Aox+Bo,uu+Bo,FF
′, (6)
where state vector x ,
[
δ δ˙ y y˙
]T
and
Eo ,

1 0 0 0
0 Ms +ML +Mp 0 ML +Mp
0 0 1 0
0 ML +Mp 0 Mm +ML +Mp

Ao ,

0 1 0 0
−k −(βs + βL) 0 −βL
0 0 0 1
0 −βL 0 −(βL + βm)

Bo,u ,
[
0 0 0 km
]T
, Bo,F ,
[
0 −1 0 −1]T .
Rearranging (6),
x˙ = A∗x+B∗,uu+B∗,FF ′, (7)
where
A∗ , E−10 A0, B∗,u , E−10 Bo,u, and
B∗,F , E−10 B0,F .
From the construction of A0, it is clear that the eigenvalues
of A∗ will vary with Mp. As we proceed, we will discuss
the application of this formulation for the general case of p
joints. Our state vector will be extended to:
x = [xT1 , x
T
2 , . . . , x
T
p ]
T , (8)
where each xi captures the four states described in (6) for
their respective actuator system. Equation (6) is extended
(using the Kronecker product ⊗) to a p-link system with:
Eo,p = Ip ⊗ Eo, Ao,p = Ip ⊗Ao, (9)
Bo,u,p = Ip ⊗Bo,u, and Bo,F,p = Ip ⊗Bo,F , (10)
where Ip is the pxp identity matrix. Equation (7) can then
be reformulated using (9) and (10) to obtain A1, B1,u, and
B1,F for p joints:
x˙ = A1x+B1,uu+B1,FF
′. (11)
B. Robot Dynamics
The force F connects the actuator to the robot dynamics.
In general, for a multi-link system, the dynamics are:
M(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙) +G(q) = τ = L(q)TF, (12)
where M , C, and G represent inertia, Coriolis and cen-
trifugal, and gravitational forces, respectively, and q is the
generalized joint angle vector.
The angle-dependent moment arm between the actuator
and the joint, L(q) abbreviated L, serves as the Jacobian
between the joint space and the actuator space: Lq˙ = z˙.
We solve for F ′ by projecting it into the actuator-position–
actuator-force space and manipulating (12):
F ′ = F −Mpz¨ = (L−TM(q)L−1 −Mp)z¨ + b(q, q˙), (13)
where
b(q, q˙) , L−T (C(q, q˙) +G(q)−M(q)L−1L˙q˙). (14)
This is an expression for the impedance of the robot at the
{z˙, F ′} port.
C. Discretization
To prepare for discrete time u optimization, the state space
model is discretized into N time steps of length ∆T . By
the continuous state space model in (11), acceleration at the
actuator output can be computed as:
z¨ = S(A1x+B1
[
u
F ′
]
), (15)
where B1 is the concatenation of B1,u and B1,F . This is
actuator admittance at the {z˙, F ′} port. S is formulated to
capture the acceleration terms for the p-link system:
S = Ip ⊗
[
0 1 0 1
]
. (16)
F ′ is expressed in terms of the states by substituting (15)
into (13):
F ′ =[I − (L−TM(q)L−1 −Mp)SB1,F ]−1[b(q, q˙)+
+ (L−TM(q)L−1 −Mp)(SA1x+ SB1,uu)].
(17)
We discretize the linear actuator admittance model under the
zero-order hold assumption for both u and F ′. The discrete
state space model is then:
xn+1 = Axn +B
[
un
F ′n
]
, (18)
where
A , eA1∆T , B ,
∫ ∆T
0
eA1(∆T−τ)B1dτ. (19)
We combine discrete time admittance and impedance at
the {z˙, F ′} interface by grouping terms which are linear in
x and u. The discretized (time-varying) update equation is:
xn+1 = Alin,nxn +Blin,nun + biasn, (20)
where Alin and Blin capture the linear dynamics associ-
ated with the actuator states and input current, respectively,
and bias captures the nonlinear robot impedance, including
gravity, Coriolis effects, and nonlinear transmissions. The
Mp parameter is used to minimize the error introduced by
discretizing the actuator admittance in the absence of the
reflected inertia of the robot links. The x and u vectors
at each time step are concatenated to form the trajectory
matrices X , [x1, x2, ..., xN ] and U , [u1, u2, ..., uN−1],
respectively. This locally-linear model forms the foundation
from which our algorithm is developed.
III. ITERATIVE LINEAR PROGRAMMING
For trajectory optimization of a p-link system, our ap-
proach follows a strategy that culminates in a linear program-
ming subproblem. Our local optimization approach requires a
baseline trajectory, Zbase, the concatenation of zbase over all
time steps, to initialize the nonlinear parts of the dynamics.
A slow trajectory or a static position both serve as good
choices. There is no need for a similar baseline trajectory
for the actuator states due to our exploitation of their linear
problem structure. The Zbase trajectory allows us to compute
the time-varying matrices used in (17) to compute F ′. We
can then compute the linearization components, Alin, Blin,
and bias, for each time step (effectively saving our solver
from eliminating the F ′ variable itself).
The linear problem structure can then be exploited. New
displacement and velocity trajectories for the spring and
motor subsystems are computed via a linear program and are
captured in the optimal trajectory, X∗. The optimal control
parameters over all time steps, captured in U∗, are also
produced. The resulting Z trajectory becomes the new Zbase,
and X∗ is used to compute the new F ′, Alin, Blin, and
bias matrices for the next iteration. Trust region constraints
will keep the next Z trajectory close to this updated Zbase
trajectory. The algorithm continues to run until the 2-norm of
the difference between the current and previous trajectories
stops changing.
A key benefit of our approach is that all relevant actuator
state and input constraints can be included in the formulation.
The constraints are associated with the upper and lower
bounds of the allowable spring deflections, δ, joint limits,
actuator ballscrew velocity, y˙, and input currents, u. The
parameter ∆z defines the trust region, which can be used
to aid convergence of the iteration scheme. We note that the
dimension of this trust region is small relative to the full
dimension of X—again due to separation of the linear and
nonlinear dynamics. The final state can be subject to partial
end point constraints. Our linear subproblem minimizes a
problem-specific, linear cost function, h(X,U), which is
a function of, and is subject to linear constraints on, the
discretized states and inputs:
minimize
X,U,Uabs
h(X,U) (21)
subject to dynamics: (20) ∀ n ∈ N/N
a trust region:
|zi,n − zi,n,base| ≤ ∆z ∀ i ∈ P, n ∈ N
state and input constraints:
|δi,n| ≤ δ ∀ i ∈ P, n ∈ N
zmin,i ≤ zi,n ≤ zmax,i ∀ i ∈ P, n ∈ N
|y˙i,n| ≤ y˙ ∀ i ∈ P, n ∈ N
|ui,n| ≤ u ∀ i ∈ P, n ∈ N/N
and problem-specific constraints, in two our studies:
x1 = xinit., zN = zfin.
|udev,i,n| ≤ uabs,i,n ∀ i ∈ P, n ∈ N/N
and in our single-leg simulation only:
Jcom x velocityz˙N = 0
Φi,n ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ 4, n ∈ N/N
where |a| ≤ b is shorthand for two linear inequalities,
−b ≤ a ≤ b; ∀ n ∈ N means n = 1, . . . , N ; ∀ i ∈ P
means i = 1, . . . , p; and / means omitting an element
from the set. The parameter Φ refers to the foot contact
constraints, which will be discussed in Section IV-B. The
variables udev and uabs are used to minimize deviations from
an equilibrium input trajectory, as discussed in Section IV-C.
The specific cost functions used in our studies and problem-
specific constraints are described further in the Simulation
and Experiments sections.
To achieve convergence, we choose ∆z to limit planning
to the region where our linearized dynamics are not too inac-
curate. Our novel approach is to select Mp so that the fastest
eigenvalue over the entire trajectory (which corresponds to
the spring oscillation mode in the systems we studied) of
Alin and A1 approximates the fastest eigenvalue of the
continuous system, ensuring an accurate approximation of
the system dynamics. When Mp = 0, the spring dynamics
settle faster than one time step and cannot be leveraged.
IV. SIMULATION
A. ApptronikTM Draco-Inspired System
The formulation in the previous section is applied to the
two-link Draco robot (Fig. 2) in simulation. The Draco
humanoid robot leg prototype is driven by viscoelastic ac-
tuators at its ankle and knee joints. Because the viscoelastic
actuators used in the Draco system are very stiff, approx-
imately 8e6 N/m, these elements offer minimal energy-
storing capabilities. For this study, we explore the advantages
of implementing softer springs in this system for a high-
performance task.
The state space model in (20) is used with p = 2.
The two actuators have equivalent spring, motor, and load
dynamics. The Draco leg, excluding the actuation linkages,
is essentially a two-link manipulator. The process to develop
the dynamic equations of the robot to include the actuator
states follows that described in Section II. The variables
F ′1 and F
′
2 are obtained from Lagrangian dynamics with
M(q) ∈ R2x2, and C(q, q¨), G(q) ∈ R2. Due to space
limitations, the coefficients of M(q), C(q, q˙), and G(q) for
this two-link robot can be found in [14].
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Fig. 2. (a) Draco leg prototype. Our simulation-only experiments are
modeled after this robot, with significantly reduced spring rates, performing
the liftoff phase of a jump. (b) Schematics emphasize the nonlinear
transmissions between actuator length, z, and joint angle, q, for the ankle
and knee. These nonlinear transmissions motivate our choice to represent
the robot impedance in actuator-length–actuator-force space rather than the
standard joint-angle–joint-torque space.
To use (17), the moment arms, L1(q1) and L2(q2), of the
ankle and knee joints, respectively, must be considered as:
L ,
[
L1(q1) 0
0 L2(q2)
]
. (22)
We chose to demonstrate our algorithm for the goal of
maximizing velocity at the center of mass (COM) of the
robot, to obtain an optimal trajectory for a jumping motion.
The parameters used for the simulation were guided by
system identification of our lab’s SEA and the parameters
of the Draco leg. Select parameters are included in Table I.
In the table, the parameters I1 and I2, m1 and m2, and l1
and l2 equal the moments of inertia, masses, and lengths of
the lower and upper legs, respectively.
TABLE I
DYNAMICS
MS (kg) 1.7
kS (N/m) 250k
βS (Ns/m) 0
Mm (kg) 293
βm (Ns/m) 1680
ML (kg) 0
Mp (kg) 580
βL (Ns/m) 0
I1 (kg-m2) 0.077
I2 (kg-m2) 0.050
m1(kg) 3.77
m2 (kg) 15
l1 (m) 0.5
l2 (m) 0.5
TABLE II
TRANSMISSIONS
(FIG. 2)
a1 (m) 0.21
b1 (m) 0.04
c1 (m) 0.02
ζ1 (rad) .464
a2 (m) 0.2
b2 (m) 0.05
c2 (m) 0.04
d (m) 0.04
e (m) 0.03
f (m) 0.03
g (m) 0.01
ζ2 (rad) .524
TABLE III
CONSTRAINTS
δ (m) 0.012
zmin,1 (m) .1700
zmin,2 (m) .1563
zmax,1 (m) .2351
zmax,2 (m) .2304
y˙ (m/s) 0.3
u (A) 15
∆z (m) 0.1
q1N (rad) 1.96
q2N (rad) 5.30
N 85
∆T (s) .0095
B. Ground Contacts
Ground contact wrenches are considered in the Draco
model in the styles of [15]2, [16]. Point contacts with static
Coulomb friction, with the coefficient of friction, µ = 0.8,
are applied: one at the front of the foot and one at the
heel. Friction cones are formulated at each contact point
using the basis vectors b1 =
[
µ 1
]T
and b2 =
[−µ 1]T .
The positive force intensity parameters Φ1, Φ2, Φ3, and Φ4
are the basis vector multipliers, with two of these force
intensities associated with each end of the foot, as shown
in Fig. 3.a. Our linear program poses as equality constraints
that the contact wrenches must satisfy Newton’s second law
in the x, y, and rotational directions. The force intensities
must also be greater than or equal to zero until the robot
jumps, as indicated in Section III. These constraints imply a
zero moment point condition [15].
C. Velocity Maximization for Jumping
In this study, the cost function to be minimized expresses
the goal to maximize the upward y-velocity of the robot
COM at the final time, V ∗ , Jcom y velocityz˙N , where this
Jacobian is known a-priori due to our constrained final po-
sition, zfin.. The simulation mimics the configuration shown
in Fig. 2. We also strive to avoid unnecessary deviations
from the motor current trajectory which keeps the robot at
equilibrium with its springs, Ubaseline. We amend the cost
function (to be minimized) to include the 1-norm of deviation
from the baseline control signal, Udev = U − Ubaseline.
However, to keep the cost function linear, we create the
variable matrix Uabs to represent |Udev|, as shown in (21).
We have also added a slight preference towards solutions
with small force intensities:
h(X,U) =− Jcom y velocityz˙N + α
∑
i∈P
∑
n∈N/N
uabs,i,n+
+ γ
∑
i∈4
∑
n∈N/N
Φi,n,
(23)
where α equals 1e−5 and γ equals 1e−8. This cost function
is linear, supporting our problem structure. Considering (21),
Φ is also an optimization variable in this problem.
For our simulation, the initial condition is at equilibrium
with the two springs, which drives the formulation of Zbase.
The initial and final conditions capture that the leg position
starts and ends at the same angular configurations, q1N and
q2N . The final constraint is that the x-component of velocity
at the COM is equal to zero at the final time.
The sequential linear optimization problem is solved using
the Matlab CVX library [17] with the Gurobi solver. A time
period of 0.798 s is considered. The algorithm converges
in 19 iterations, j = 19, within a tolerance of 0.001 for
||X∗j − X∗j−1||2. The corresponding behavior is shown in
Fig. 4.a-4.c. An optimal value of 1.92 m/s upward velocity is
achieved. One will notice spring oscillations, demonstrating
2In our 2D simulations, this style of linear parameterization is not an
approximation of the true friction cone, but it is in 3D space.
0.86 m
0.81 m
Φ1b1
Φ2b2 Φ3b1
Φ4b2
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. The simulated robots. (a) Point contacts at the front (left) and back
(right) of the foot. (b) The rigid robot, left, and compliant robot, right (with
the springs indicated in pink), after they jump and return to the ground. The
COMs of the two robots are illustrated as black triangles. The two COM
initial heights are both 0.67 m when the robots lift into the air, and the
maximum heights of the compliant and rigid configuration COMs are 0.86
m and 0.81 m, respectively, which are marked with red lines.
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Fig. 4. (a) Spring deflection trajectories for the compliant leg’s optimal
behavior. (b) The corresponding optimal u’s to produce the optimal trajec-
tory, which operate at the input limits. (c) The z trajectories produced over
20 iterations to produce the jumping behavior, demonstrating convergence.
(d) The z trajectories produced over 15 iterations (Mp = 580 kg and ∆T
= .0095 s), showing convergence for the system’s zero input behavior.
the use of the two springs to store and release energy.
Draco bends down and springs upward, following a jumping
trajectory. Fig. 6.a demonstrates exponential convergence of
our iteration scheme.
This problem can also be formulated with the assumption
of rigid actuators to allow for a direct comparison between
the optimized trajectories for the rigid and compliant cases.
Specifically, (6), (9), and (10) are used without considering
the spring subsystem. The cost function in (23) is used for the
rigid and compliant cases, and the resulting optimal motions
are compared. Considering the same initial heights of the
robots’ COMs, the compliant leg’s COM reaches a height
that is 36% higher than that of its rigid counterpart. Fig. 3.b
shows the associated Matlab simulation with a comparison
of the achieved COM heights. Fig. 5 shows that the optimal
velocity in the compliant configuration, 1.92 m/s, is 16%
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Fig. 5. This comparison between the upward velocity components of the
optimal trajectories for the rigid and compliant systems shows that the final
velocity of the compliant system is 1.2 times that of the rigid system.
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Fig. 6. (a) With the 25th iteration trajectory from the compliant jumping
study as a baseline, the results suggest that the error decays exponentially.
(b) The natural frequency of A1 (linear time-invariant actuator dynamics
with pseudo-mass) varies with Mp, and we select an Mp value where the
frequency aligns with that of the nonlinear, continuous dynamics at 35 rad/s.
greater than that of the the rigid configuration, 1.65 m/s. For
the rigid robot, the ball screw limits are not reached, but its
motion is still constrained by acceleration limits, damping,
and ground contact constraints. These results demonstrate the
gains that can be achieved from leveraging the dynamics of
the springs.
Our optimization program for the rigid system converges
in 25 iterations, as compared to 19 iterations in the compliant
simulation. Table IV shows the breakdown of average com-
putation time per iteration to calculate F ′, Alin, Blin, bias,
and the wrench components, and the time spent in the Gurobi
optimizer. These results demonstrate that consideration of
compliance introduces only slightly increased computational
costs in our method.
TABLE IV
AVERAGE TIME PER ITERATION FOR ALGORITHM COMPONENTS AND
TOTAL SIMULATION TIME (S)
Configuration Linearization Optimization Total Time
Compliant 0.077 1.32 28.5
Rigid 0.072 1.14 32.1
D. Zero Input Behavior
To validate simulation accuracy, we ensured that energy
was conserved throughout a zero input simulation. A test
was conducted in which the system was released from rest
from a nearly vertical position. The motors were off and no
current was sent to the system. With ∆T = 0.0095 s, energy
varies by 1.79% with the reasonable pseudo-mass, 580 kg.
Compared to the jumping studies, the system was more
heavily influenced by the changing transmission as the links
fell downward due to gravity. As shown in Fig. 4.d, the
Fig. 7. The Taurus testbed, with an SEA whose spring is softer than
Draco’s viscoelastic elements by an order of magnitude.
algorithm converged quickly, in 12 iterations, even in this
highly nonlinear case, thereby demonstrating its success in
handling nonlinearities in the system.
E. Pseudo-Mass Selection
The spring oscillation eigenvalue of the actuator system
is influenced by the reflected link inertia, and can exceed
the sampling rate (and therefore suffer from aliasing when
discretized) in the absence of a tuned pseudo-mass parameter.
Mp is set to 580 kg for the two actuators based on closeness
to the largest eigenvalue in the expected operational range.
Fig. 6.b illustrates the importance of selecting a
reasonably-tuned Mp value. The ‘Continuous’ eigenvalues,
which are independent of Mp, represent the full dynamics
of the nonlinear system. With a tuned value of Mp, the
full dynamics approximation used for optimization (Alin)
will align closely with the actual dynamics. The figure
demonstrates that the penalty for choosing an Mp value too
small, or neglecting it entirely, is greater than for picking a
value that is larger than 580 kg. This is because, if Mp were
equal to zero, the actuator model’s spring dynamics would
alias when discretized. If Mp approached infinity, this would
equate to a model with infinite output impedance, which
introduces error, but is a common modeling assumption for
SEAs. Since the time step, ∆T , and associated sampling
frequency used to discretize the system in Section II-A
must be significantly greater than the largest eigenvector of
the continuous system to avoid aliasing, the pseudo-mass
modification is essential to allowing large time-steps, small
linear program sizes, and fast run-times.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The findings from simulation were applied for validation
on the single degree-of-freedom Apptronik Taurus testbed
with the P170 Orion SEA (Fig. 7). The state space model
in (20) was used with p = 1. Our trajectory optimization
scheme relies on a well-identified model, so that the control
system can depend heavily on the feed-forward, open loop
command for high-speed tasks. System identification was
performed using a least squares approach by fitting the
parameters in (6) to the system’s response to white noise
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Fig. 8. Tuning pseudo-mass. (a) Maximum eigenvalue frequency for true
arm-actuator system (Continuous) and various approximations (A1) for the
actuator alone with varying pseudo-mass (Mp). The arm points down at
0 rad. Changing eigenvalue frequency for the true system is due to angle-
dependent reflected inertia. The choice of 220 kg is relatively accurate in the
operational region centered around 1.57 rad. (b) Simulation error of discrete-
time models used for trajectory optimization as a function of pseudo-mass,
for a feedforward trajectory in the operational region, with a fixed time step.
Average squared error relative to the trajectory of the true model. The low
pseudo-mass example has aliasing errors. High pseudo-mass errors exist,
but are not as extreme.
and chirp signal current inputs. The parameter values are
outlined in Table V.
TABLE V
P170 IDENTIFIED PARAMETERS
MS (kg) 1
kS (N/m) 698600
βS (Ns/m) 500
Mm (kg) 250
βm (Ns/m) 5885
ML (kg) 0.227
Mp (kg) 220
βL (Ns/m) 0
TABLE VI
P170 CONSTRAINTS
δ (m) 0.01
zmin (m) .0911
zmax (m) .1389
y˙ (m/s) 0.3
u (A) 3
∆z (m) 0.1
qN (rad) 1.57
zN (m) 0.11597
N 105
∆T (s) .005
The goal of the experiments was to maximize the actuator
velocity in 0.52 seconds, as described by:
h(X,U) =− z˙N + σ
∑
n∈N/N
uabs,i,n, (24)
where σ equals 1e−8. In addition to our feedforward current
command, we implemented a simple P controller, feeding
back motor position. For increased stability we controlled
motor position, rather than joint position, in order to control
a collocated system from the control input [18]. Because
our configuration involves feedback, it is important for
safety to ensure that conservative current limits are used
in the optimization scheme, and that the software used for
implementation upholds the hardware’s actual upper limits.
In this experiment an optimal trajectory was produced with a
maximum allowable current of 3 A, but the motor saturation
limit was 8 A. Constraints for optimization are shown in
Table VI. A smaller time step was used in this optimization
scheme to support the convergence of the specific problem.
For one experiment, the optimal trajectory is devised with
spring dynamics considered, and for comparison, an optimal
trajectory is produced while ignoring spring states. Trajectory
generation is first performed in simulation using CVXPY
[19] (to explore available solvers), to obtain the feedforward
current command and desired trajectory. The difference in
computational costs for the compliant and rigid systems are
negligible in this case: four iterations and six seconds with
compliance considered versus five iterations and six seconds
without compliance.
To select a reasonable pseudo-mass3, we plotted the
maximum eigenvalues of the continuous system, and the
maximum eigenvalue of A1 for several distinct Mp values.
We chose Mp = 220 kg based on the alignment of the largest
eigenvalue over a range of likely arm configurations, as seen
in Fig. 8.a. To quantify the error between the continuous
dynamics and the approximated dynamics with a particular
pseudo-mass, we obtained the Z trajectories for the con-
tinuous, true dynamics, Zc, and the approximate, linearized
dynamics, Zlin, for a pre-defined input current trajectory in
the expected operating region. The error associated with our
pseudo-mass selection can then be expressed by the mean
squared error of the Zlin trajectory, σ2z , as seen in Fig. 8.b.
Fig. 9 shows the results of the experiments. To compare
the expected and actual behaviors, the position states of the
simulated and experimental data sets are filtered using a
second order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of
30 Hz. Table VII summarizes the actual and ideal results.
In both experiments, the actuator is able to start and end
at the desired actuator position, .11597 m, with negligible
error. With compliance modeled, the optimal trajectory is
oscillatory in order to store and release energy, while the
optimal trajectory for the rigid counterpart is a down-up
motion. While there is 0.06% error in the final velocity
when compliance is considered, there is 8.21% error in the
final velocity when the system is considered rigid. Fig. 9
(e) and (j) show that the feedforward current aligns well
with the actual required current when spring dynamics are
considered, while there are more deviations from nominal
when the system is considered rigid. When compliance is
modeled, the ideal, final optimal velocity is 51% greater than
that achieved with the rigid model. These results demonstrate
the benefit of modeling compliance for dynamically feasible
motions, and the gains of leveraging compliance for high-
performance tasks.
TABLE VII
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Configuration Actual zN (m) Ideal z˙N (m/s) Actual z˙N (m/s)
Compliant 0.11570 0.07671 0.07666
Rigid 0.11644 0.05094 0.04676
VI. DISCUSSION
Actuator dynamics are often neglected from robot motion
planning due to computational complexity, and our proposed
method for trajectory optimization offers several advantages
in this regard. First, directly capturing all relevant state and
input constraints is an essential feature for a dynamically
3Approximating reflected inertia of the arm w.r.t. actuator displacement.
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Fig. 9. (a)-(e) show the simulated (red) and actual (green) optimal behavior of the P170 actuator when spring dynamics are considered. The high-quality
tracking in (a)-(e) support that the system has been well identified. (f)-(j) show the expected and actual behaviors of the actuator when spring dynamics
are not considered. These results demonstrate dynamic inconsistencies in tracking when the spring subsystem is neglected in planning. The experimental
data are shifted by 5 ms to account for time delay. Fifteen seconds are used to interpolate to the starting position, and the optimal motion begins at 15 s.
consistent trajectory. Our new robot–actuator interface, mod-
ified by pseudo-mass Mp, allows us to exploit the structural
difference between a linear actuator admittance and a nonlin-
ear robot impedance—which is novel and efficient. Through
our formulation, we can increase the states of the system to
include actuator dynamics without paying the computational
cost typically associated with adding states to nonlinear
optimization problems. Finally, we have demonstrated the
gains in executing a high-performance task by leveraging
compliance in the linear optimization subproblem. As actua-
tors cannot function as perfect torque sources, planners that
have the knowledge of the actuators’ more-detailed abilities
will allow them to produce achievable trajectories which can
leverage the natural dynamics endowed by their low level
components.
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